
Remove cover and attach the jack base assembly 
using the supplied screws or double stick tape.

Insert the pairs to the color coded slots taking care to 
maintain the conductor twist at the IDC terminal. 
Punch down using a 110 style tool.

Trim excess wire (if your 110 tool doesn’t cut) and 
snap on the retainer caps.

Notch the cover to match the cable entry and snap it 
in place.

Remove approximately 3" of the outer jacket from the 
cable. Take care not to nick the wires.

Secure the cable with a cable tie to the desired entry 
point.
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Parts List:

• SMB series surface mount box • Wire cutters 
• Jacket stripping tool • 110 tool

How to wire a surface mount box

What is the difference between a Stewart contact plug  
and a commercial grade contact plug?
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What is the difference between stranded and solid contact design?

Two point staggered for solid or stranded. The contact 
prongs straddle the conductor.

Piercing type for stranded. Jagged end pierces 
jacket and embeds into the strands of the 
conductor.

Tripoint type for solid or stranded. Long contact 
prongs spread apart to accept conductor.

Solid or Stranded Stranded Only Solid or Stranded

Network cable performance testing - be sure to  
choose the right cable for your needs

Testing of cable assemblies is often an overlooked issue when it comes to Ethernet Patch Cords. A cable that uses Category 5e 
components may not really be Category 5e compliant. Economy grade cables are typically only tested for continuity whereas a 
certified patch cable is checked against the actual standard for performance criteria. Your level of requirement many not need a 
certified cable so if you are not sure give us a call and let us help you choose the perfect cable for your installation.


